Women exclaim:

"If these rugs are made in America the Orient is here!"

$125

for 5 x 7 foot size.
Twenty-two other sizes from $17.50 up.

CONVENIENT TERMS
AT MOST STORES

Amazement... then intense admiration... that is what Gulistan means to everyone, and will to you. • That shimmering sheen! Those jewel-like colors! Such deep pile! And the design from priceless originals! • Millionaires and princes no longer have the sole monopoly of these lovely things, as found in fine Oriental rugs costing many thousands. Today this same luxury is yours. Your home can be transformed. The price is a triumph of unbelievable economy for such value. • You may purchase Gulistan with the utmost confidence, for the simple reason that it is the product of the world's largest makers of Oriental rugs... Karagheusian. • The same Oriental wools... the finest dyes... the same finishing processes are used, as in Karagheusian's most luxurious Persian and Chinese rugs! • Even experts hesitate to tell the difference. • Gulistan is the most imitated rug in the world. A revolution in all rug values has followed in its train. • SEE Gulistan before buying any rug of any kind. It will give you new ideas of what you want. • Every good furniture or department store will be glad to show you the beautiful patterns available. • You can get sizes and color-combinations to suit any room. • No need to sift out substitutes. Simply lift up the back of the rug and find the silken label pictured below. • That label is your guarantee that you are getting the finest Oriental traditions as applied to an American rug.

300 year old design
worth a fortune...
re-created in the Gulistan Rug above!

A carpet that "scholars rank among the first half dozen of ancient carpets." So says the Bulletin of the Pennsylvania Museum, where the original of the Gulistan (illustrated above hangs today) was woven in 1600, when Timurhale the Great held sway in Samarkand! Note the cypress tree, called the Tree of Life in the Orient. Three-color combinations—soft rose, burgundy and camel. Ask for Persian Garden Rug, Gulistan 33005.

GULISTAN

Made in America by the Largest Makers of Oriental Rugs
A. & M. KARAGHEUSIAN, Inc. • AMERICAN PLANTS IN NEW JERSEY • PRODUCTION CENTERS THROUGHOUT THE NEAR EAST AND CHINA • HEAD OFFICE, NEW YORK: 203 FIFTH AVENUE • BRANCH OFFICES: CHICAGO BOSTON PHILADELPHIA BUFFALO CLEVELAND DETROIT KANSAS CITY MINNEAPOLIS LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE ATLANTA